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>>> Cheryl Khan 02/22/01 09:13AM >>> 
Greg, 

My management has expressed an interest in addressing this issue as soon as possible. Therefore, Bill 

Bateman (EMCB Branch Chief) indicated that he will participate in the ARB meeting next Tuesday in 

order to make the ARB more than just a status update. He plans to meet you in your office at 10:15 am 

on Tuesday, 2/27.

EMCB's position on this issue is as follows:
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information in this recoid was deleted.  

- I cdaflnce with the Freedom -t torooti..  
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[Jack Goldberg, Per your request, I sent you a copy of the information we received from the region.]
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If there are any further communications on this issue, please include Bill Bateman on distribution.  

Cheryl 

Cheryl Beardslee Khan 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
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>>> Jack Goldberg 02120 2:43 PM >>> 
Greg: 

I understand that there is a public steam generator workshop with industry (in Bethesda) on the 27th and 

28th which the all the SG people of EMCB will be attending, making them unavailable for the ARB.  

Louise Lund's participation at the last ARB was helpful and I think she should attend any substantive ARB 

on this issue. I suggest that the 27th be used solely for status and a substantive ARB be scheduled when 

all appropriate staff and I can attend.  

Let me know the schedule. Thanks! 

Gregory Cwalina 02/20 12:53 PM >>>

Bill Bateman; Edmund Sullivan; Jack Strosnider; Louise Lund; Stephanie Coffin
CC:


